
Seasoned speaker Sharon Longridge, delivers dynamic keynotes firmly anchored in
the wisdom of science. An expert in executive presence, Sharon has trained
thousands of leaders to command the room, a skill she embodies. She will ignite your
audience with her candour, humour and insights.

An award-winning broadcaster, formerly with the Australian Broadcasting
Corporation, she crafts compelling conversations that prompt busy professionals to
think and act differently.

Sharon is the director of Leadium.com.au, a consultancy specialising in high impact
leadership. A captivating facilitator and presenter, Sharon knows how to energise an
audience. Her consultancy and training services span strengthening leadership
communications and executive presence to designing workplace health and
productivity programs. 

An affiliate at the Monash Business School at Monash University, Sharon is the
Program Director of 'Executive Presence for Senior Leaders' and 'The Executive
Voice'. She is on the global faculty of the edtech firm Emeritus.

From harnessing the power of storytelling to designing workplace wellness
programs, Sharon’s unique approach delivers lasting change for individuals and
organisations. She integrates neuroscience and mind performance across her work.
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Our distinguished clients include:
Qantas, KPMG, Pfizer, Louis Vuitton, Virgin, Australian Tax Office, NSW Police, Omni
Bridgeway, Gartner, The SSI Group, Royal Women's Hospital, Pearsons and ITW.

https://www.leadium.com.au/
http://www.leadium.com.au/
https://emeritus.org/


As a keynote speaker Sharon's warmth, energy and humour enable her to engage
quickly and effectively with the audience. She has the gift of distilling what could be
complex concepts and information into accessible, practical strategies. 

Carole Field, Director International HRD Forum, CEB

Sharon joined us as a keynote speaker at our annual 'Senior Women in Multinationals'
Retreat. Her session perfectly captured the tone of the event and left our delegates
inspired and empowered by both the messages and tools she shared.

Kerstin Wahlqvist, Director Women's Forum, Gatner

Get in touch
If you would like to book Sharon for your next event contact: 
Kristina Revenda:  Kristina@leadium.com.au   0450 255 808   leadium.com.au

WOW! From minute 1 the entire room was glued to her every word! Brilliant
anecdotes, amazing domain knowledge with an energy in the room that kept
everyone going.

Jim Williams, VP MuleSoft, Salesforce

In just 60 minutes, Sharon managed to share valuable insights and to engage
with our alumni audience using interactive tools to deliver a session on how to
elevate your executive presence and lead with more impact. Sharon has many
attributes that make her great to work with, in addition to her broad expertise,
her authentic nature and great sense of humour set her apart from many of the
other individuals working in this space.

Femke Bosman, Alumni Engagement Manager, Monash University 
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